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Unique historical evidence ---
Preservation of heritage
Metaphors and symbols

Archives of the chronology of medicine
and healthcare
Tributes ---enduring records of service
SOCIETAS INTERNATIONALIS HISTORIÆ MEDICINÆ
43rd CONGRESS
PADUA-ABAÑO TERME
12-16 September 2012
Surgical Society of Australasia
Founded 1940
COLATUR. ARS UT SINE DOLORE DORMIAT. ANAESTHETICS
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Unique historical evidence ---
Preservation of heritage
Metaphors and symbols

Archives of the chronology of medicine and healthcare
Uroscopy

• Theophilus Protopatharius – *De Urinis* c.640 AD
• Isaac Judaeus – *De Urinis* 900 AD
• Magister Maurus – *De Urinis* 12th Cent AD
• Corfone – *De Urinis et Earumdem Significationibus*
• Andrew Borde – *De Urinis* c.1530
“My reading in their water all their ails
And conjuring medicine up that never fails....
To read the water of poor sickly clowns
And ease them not of illness but their crowns...

John Claire “The Parish” c.1826
Resolution Adventure
Sailed from England
March MDCCCLXXII
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Tribute Medals

• People
• Institutions
• Commemorations
THOU WILT PROLONG THE KING'S LIFE

FROM ILLNESS MARCH 11

RECOVERED
SHEEPHERD
MEMORIAL
MEDAL
FOR SURGERY
INSTITUTED
1879
Surgeon-Major Peter Shepherd

A Pioneer of First Aid teaching in the English-speaking world.

St. John Ambulance Association.

HANDBOOK

AIDS FOR CASES OF INJURIES OR SUDDEN HANSESS.

by

PETER SHEPHERD, M.B.,
STUDIED MEDICINE AT LEEDS.
ASSISTANT SURGEON, B. JOHN AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION.

REVISED EDITION.

SHEPHERD'S FIRST AID TO THE INJURED.

REVISED AND REARRANGED BY

ROBERT BRUCE,
ASSISTANT SURGEON, B. JOHN AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION.

Engraved by

J. H. EASTWOOD


March, 1885.

Title pages from Surgeon-Major Peter Shepherd's Handbook, the first textbook in English, dealing with the skills and drills of first aid.

First published by St. John Ambulance Association in London in 1878; this revised edition published in March 1885.
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